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	Artificial Intelligence for Big Data: Complete guide to automating Big Data solutions using Artificial Intelligence techniques, 9781788472173 (1788472179), Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build next-generation artificial intelligence systems with Java

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement AI techniques to build smart applications using Deeplearning4j
	
			Perform big data analytics to derive quality insights using Spark MLlib
	
			Create self-learning systems using neural networks, NLP, and reinforcement learning


	
		Book Description

	
		In this age of big data, companies have larger amount of consumer data than ever before, far more than what the current technologies can ever hope to keep up with. However, artificial intelligence closes the gap by moving past human limitations in order to analyze data.

	
		With the help of artificial intelligence for big data, you will learn to use machine learning algorithms such as k-means, SVM, RBF, and regression to perform advanced data analysis. You will understand the current status of machine and deep learning techniques to work on genetic and neuro-fuzzy algorithms. In addition, you will explore how to develop artificial intelligence algorithms to learn from data, why they are necessary, and how they can help solve real-world problems.

	
		By the end of this book, you'll have learned how to implement various artificial intelligence algorithms for your big data systems and integrate them into your product offerings such as reinforcement learning, natural language processing (NLP), image recognition, genetic algorithms, and fuzzy logic systems.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Manage artificial intelligence techniques for big data with Java
	
			Build smart systems to analyze data for enhanced customer experience
	
			Learn to use artificial intelligence frameworks for big data
	
			Understand complex problems with algorithms and neuro-fuzzy systems
	
			Design stratagems to leverage data using machine learning process
	
			Apply deep learning techniques to prepare data for modeling
	
			Construct models that learn from data using open source tools
	
			Analyze big data problems using scalable machine learning algorithms


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		Artificial Intelligence for Big Data is for data scientists, big data professionals, or novices who have basic knowledge of big data and wish to get proficiency in artificial intelligence techniques for big data. Some competence in mathematics is an added advantage in the field of elementary linear algebra and calculus.
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Waterlogging Signalling and Tolerance in PlantsSpringer, 2010

	Waterlogging is a major problem for plant cultivation in many regions of the world.


	This book combines both academic and practical aspects of this topic. Based on recent progress in cell and molecular biology, various facets of waterlogging signalling and tolerance are addressed, starting from the molecular level, through membrane...


		

Test iOS Apps with UI Automation: Bug Hunting Made EasyPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	If you're an iOS developer or QA professional tapping through an app to reproduce bugs or performance issues you thought were solved two releases ago, then this is your book. Learn how to script the user interface, assert correct behavior, stub external dependencies, reproduce performance problems, organize test code for the long haul,...


		

PHP & MySQL: Novice to NinjaSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
		In this book, I will guide you as you take your first steps beyond the static world of building web pages with the purely client-side technologies of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Together, we’ll explore the world of database driven websites and discover the dizzying array of dynamic tools, concepts, and possibilities that...






	

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: From Genes to Patients (Contemporary Clinical Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a common neurobehavioral disorder affecting 5–10% of children and adolescents and 3% of adults. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: From Genes to Patients aims to provide a comprehensive, state-of-the-art overview of the critical aspects of ADHD, and hopefully will serve as...


		

Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 for Windows, Web, Office, and Database Applications: Comprehensive (Shelly Cashman Series)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	The Shelly Cashnian Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education-This .Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 book utilizes an innovative step-bv-step pedagogy,  which integrates demonstrations of professional-quality programs with in-depth discussions of programming concepts and techniques and opportunities for hands-on practice...


		

Queuing Theory and Telecommunications: Networks and ApplicationsSpringer, 2014

	This book is aimed to provide a basic description of current networking technologies and protocols as well as to provide important tools for network performance analysis based on queuing theory. The second edition adds selected contents in the first part of the book for what concerns: (i) the token bucket regulator and traffic shaping issues;...
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